
Multitone IM-Lite
Secure and Targeted Communications



At a glance
Supporting up to 300 users IM-Lite is a powerful messaging platform 
that empowers you to send messages that reach the right people 
first time, every time, in quick time.

Manually, or automatically generated, emergency, for information 
or to alert, this unified messaging platform integrates email, text, 
voicemail, video, paging to voice applications using mobile phones, 
paging, DECT, Wi-Fi, 2-way radio, IP telephony and your telephone 
system. 

This flexibility – and the vital efficiency and timesaving it delivers – is 
what sets IM-Lite apart.

Communications around your warehouse, private healthcare facility, retail environment, hotel or building need to keep pace with the 
demands of your organisational goals, the security and safety of your staff, customers and guests, and the ever-evolving challenges. 

Centra l isat ion



Centra l isat ion

A secure system for growth and development

In a warehouse emergency, you don’t want to waste vital seconds looking up if it’s Mr. Taylor, Mrs. Evans or Ms. Collins on duty as fire marshal, you 
just want to message, “Fire Marshall,” and let the system find the right person.

In a ‘suspicious person’ alert at your hotel, you don’t want to annoy the security personnel on leave or otherwise not on duty – and risk clogging the 
system with redundant “I am not responding” messages – you just want to get the right information out to the right people right away.

You want automatic escalation if a call remains answered; you want automatic override so that emergency messages can break through to others; 
and you want the security of encryption and the segregation of messages on devices.



IM-Lite, how it works

Easy to Use
• Manage settings, limits and defaults through user-friendly administrator interface
• Organise and categorise contact data in a way meaningful to your organisation
• Define role-based access controls for managing separate user and contact data
• Single access point for managing multiple contacts and groups
• Integrate multiple groups and custom fields from internal systems for message 

targeting
• Manage mobile device messaging from a single centralised point
• Rapid user and team messaging or conference calling capabilities

Flexible, Powerful
IM-Lite allows you to plan and target your communications to the right individual or 
team, while not worrying about how the connection is made.

• Target the individual and not the device for intelligent, personalised message 
delivery

• Escalate notifications so that the next person or team is notified in the event of no 
response

• Resend notifications or send follow up messages to all or a sub-set of recipients
• Broadcast messages to almost any communications device, including desktop 

alerts
• Initiate action with one-click sending during incidents
• Set-up notification templates with predetermined contact lists and pre-defined 

messages
• Automate voice, text, email, push notifications for staff on shift or on future 

rotation
• Fully integrated with your IP network and telephone system

Iterative Enhancement
• Measure your effectiveness through the system’s robust analytics 

and reporting
• Maximise improvement and regulatory compliance through detailed 

reports

Resilience Built In
• Secure: designed to operate behind client’s network, not a public 

system
• Compliant: UK Home Office approved routing protocol designed 

for emergency services
• Compatible: support for the latest operating software for IOS and 

Android



IM-Lite, what it does

Notifications
IM-Lite enables organisations to send notifications to individuals or 
groups, no matter their preferred device, using lists, locations and visual 
intelligence. This comprehensive notification solution keeps everyone 
right up to speed before, during and after events (“Car park A is now 
full”), incidents (“Person of interest has entered hotel – see image”) and 
emergencies (“Suspected staff injury, first aid team to floor 1”).

Alarm Centralisation
IM-Lite can rationalise your alarm systems and monitoring points to a 
single alarm reception centre, offering mobile access and alert escalation.  
The system is ideal for centralising information systems that monitor all 
manner of machinery and devices. These include Building Management 
Systems (BMS), fire alarms, boiler rooms, greenhouses, fridges and 
freezers, machinery in general, doors, security, air conditioning, gas/vapour 
alarms, temperature monitoring, intruder alarms, manufacturing systems, 
and oil or food processing.



At your premise, your workforce is increasingly mobile, distributed and remote.  
The traditional approach to physical security via patrols cannot by itself keep 
your people safe.  Even CCTV or mobile phones involve crucial delays in 
response times.  Multitone IM-Lite connects and informs the right people 
instantly – automatically knowing whom to contact, automatically escalating in 
the case of no or slow response, and automatically routing messages to the 
appropriate device(s).

IM Lite can automate communications for staff assembly, alerts and advice; 
the system can send an alarm message to the appropriate staff, containing the 
sender’s exact location – with the information also mapped centrally; and it can 
keep off-site personnel informed via text, voice, mobile app, digital signage or 
desktop alert. 

Given the time critical nature of much of the communications in the healthcare 
services, Multitone IM-Lite is perfect for maximising efficiency and minimising 
delay across the whole breadth of applications. From team call outs, where 
clinical staff can be informed and co-ordinated in seconds, through secure, 
encrypted ‘conversations’ concerning patient data and images, to day-to-day 
communications such as shift coverage and patient transitions. 

(For senior personnel nervous of divulging their mobile phone number, this 
personal information is only ever held in the security of the database and never 
made public in any way – they are simply Dr. Green, Radiologist, or just the 
“Radiologist on call”.)

Staff Safety                                 Private Healthcare





Intelligent Message 
Delivery

End-to-end Encryption

Compliant & Compatible

Broadcast Mesages

Automated Alerts



• MESSAGING: messaging voice, text or data may be one-to-one 
or multi-party, and includes delivery notification, open notification, 
manual verification

• CRITICAL FILES: secure network for subject-focused 
conversations – sender ID- and time-stamped – in text, voice, 
images, video, e.g. for evaluation of tissue viability

• EMERGENCY OVERRIDE: can change message priority, cutting 
across calls and messages with emergency beep and vibrate 

• STORED SECURELY: messages stored and delivered securely, 
with user authentication

• SEGREGATED AND ENCRYPTED: all Appear information is 
segregated in the device and stored as encrypted data

• CORPORATE MAINTAINED: As well as encrypted, the data is held 
on the organisation’s IT servers, so that data is retained locally at 
all times, rather than outsourced and off site

• CONTACT STATUS: a contact status database is populated with 
availability information so that the system knows exactly whom to 
contact, at which time, for what purposes

• AUDIT: all messaging and response activity is logged for audit 
purposes.

Multitone IM-Lite with Appear
Appear is Multitone’s secure messaging application, designed specifically to work with Multitone IM-Lite and to facilitate communication with a pre-
programmed, but infinitely updateable database of contacts.

The power of Appear guarantees your business and professional integrity by ensuring that emergency or sensitive professional information is only 
ever sent to the right professionals.



Technical Specification

Multitone IM-Lite, no telephone interface, 300 users 
IM-Lite & Centralised Communications Processor:  

• Intel® Core™ i5 4250U Processor (1.3 GHz with turbo capability to 
achieve 2.6 GHz, Dual-core processor with 3 MB smart cache)

• Supports Intel® Hyper-Threading Technology5
• Supports Intel® 64 architecture
• Memory - Dual-channel DDR3 with two connectors for 1600/1333 MHz 

memory support (16 GB max)

Multitone IM-Lite is a cost-effective messaging and communications system, supporting time critical, voice and data messaging with centralised 
alarm management. Three options are available, with one supporting a telephone interface, enabling you to send and receive message from any 
device – PC, desktop telephone or smartphone.

Multitone IM-Lite, SIP telephone interface, 10 
extensions, 50 users

IM-Lite & Centralised Communicatoins Processor: 

• See specifications for Multitone IM-Lite, no telephone interface, 
300 users

Telephone Interface: 

• 3 x SIP extensions (User), 3 x SIP extensions (Team), 4 x SIP 
extensions (Conference)

• Raspberry Pi3

Multitone IM-Lite, SIP telephone interface, 256+ extensions, 
300 users

IM-Lite & Centralised Communicatoins Processor: 

• See specifications for Multitone IM-Lite, no telephone interface, 300 
users

Telephone Interface: 

• Intel® Celeron processor N3050 (2.16 GHz, Dual Core 6W TDP)
• Supports Intel® 64 architecture
• Memory - One DDR3L SO-DIMM socket Up to 8GB (1333/1600 MHz), 

1.35V



All product varients include
Peripheral connectivity: 

• 1 x Integrated Intel 10/100/1000 Network Connection 
• 1 x Socket RJ45 x RJ45 Panel Mount (Telephone Interface Only)
• Up to 3 PBA UPA Transmitter Interfaces 
• Up to 3 UPI Direct Line Interfaces (DLC) supporting up 48 closing contacts
• Up to 3 RS232 interfaces

Dimensions:

• Desk mount option - 355mm (Width) x 202mm (Depth) x 64mm (Height)
• Rack facia option (2U) - 483mm (Width) x 88mm (Depth) x 50mm (Height)

Power supply options:

• Mains input 120V/240V
• DC Power 12 - 19 V, 65 W
• Power Cord Options - Types B (North America), E (European Union), and G 

(United Kingdom)

Temperature performance: 

• 0° C to +50°C (Operating) 
• -20° C to +70°C (Storage)

Environmental compliance: 

• Europe RoHS (Directive 2011/65/EU)
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info@multitone.com
www.multitone.com
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